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AI, Machine-Learning, Convolution Neural-Networks, Schedule & Topics

May 5 Introduction to the Topic
Weihao will present on Convolutional Neural-
Networks (CNN)

May 10 Review of Conferences, artistic applications, 
cultural critique of

May 12 Fabian Offert guest lecture on CLIP and Dalle-E 2 
from OpenAI

Neural Texture Synthesis demo (bring photos)

May 14 Examples of DeepFakes & Social Implications



Deep Dream, Alex Mordvintsev (2015)



Installation by Harold Cohen (1928-2016), San Francisco Museum of Art (1979) 



Installation by Harold Cohen (1928-2016), San Francisco Museum of Art (1979) 



Convolutional neural networks (CNNs or convnets for short) – are at the 
heart of deep learning, emerging in recent years as the most prominent 
strain of neural networks in research. 

They have revolutionized computer vision, achieving state-of-the-art results 
in many fundamental tasks. Diverse applications:
• detecting and labeling objects, locations, and people in images
• converting speech into text and synthesizing audio of natural sounds
• describing images and videos with natural language
• tracking roads and navigating around obstacles in autonomous 

vehicles
• analyzing video screens to guide autonomous agents playing them
• “hallucinating” images, sounds, and text with generative models

Convolution Neural Networks

https://ml4a.github.io/ml4a/neural_networks/


Convolution Neural Networks

https://blog.keras.io/how-convolutional-neural-networks-see-the-world.html



Introduction to Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN), Manav Mandal (2021)

https://www.analyticsvidhya.com/blog/2021/05/convolutional-neural-networks-cnn/



• Pixel Horizontal location
• Pixel Vertical location
• Pixel Red color value
• Pixel Green color value
• Pixel Blue color value
• Pixel Alpha (transparency) value
• The whole image has a BitDepth resolution (2bit, 16bit, etc.)

Digital image made up of pixels  is a multi-dimensional data structure



Horizontal Edge Detection Vertical Edge Detection 
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“A Neural Algorithm of Artistic Style”, (Style Transfer), Leon Gatys (2015)

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1508.06576.pdf



“A Neural Algorithm of Artistic Style”, (Style Transfer), Leon Gatys (2015)

https://github.com/amenglong/art_generation_cnn



VGG-19 (19 layers of convolution calculations)

https://github.com/amenglong/art_generation_cnn



https://www.robots.ox.ac.uk/~vgg/research/very_deep//amenglong/art_generation_cnn



https://towardsdatascience.com/how-to-train-stylegan-to-generate-realistic-faces-d4afca48e705

StyleGans: Generate Realistic faces



Generative Adversarial Network

https://financeandriskblog.accenture.com/risk/how-generative-adversarial-networks-can-impact-
banking?c=acn_glb_financeandriskblinkedinelevate_11010921&n=smc_0819

A GAN network is made up of three components: real-world data, a discriminator, and a generator. The “generative” node 
of a GAN typically creates text, images, or video. It begins with random data, and generates progressively-better samples, 
to try and trick the discriminator into believing that the sample is real-world data. The generator and discriminator are two 
discrete networks competing against each other. Of these, the discriminator network is trained using true, real-world, data. 
This component’s job is to answer the question “Is this real or manufactured?”.



Installation by Harold Cohen (1928-2016), San Francisco Museum of Art (1979) 



Installation by Harold Cohen (1928-2016), San Francisco Museum of Art (1979) 







https://openai.com/blog/clip/



https://openai.com/dall-e-2/



https://openai.com/dall-e-2/



Term Definitions

Artificial Intelligence: Computer systems able to perform tasks that normally require human intelligence, 
such as visual perception, speech recognition, decision-making, and translation between languages (Google 
Translate)

Machine Learning: Autonomous learning without explicit human guidance. Identifies and extracts patterns 
from data

Supervised Learning: Maps an output to an input. A process of teaching a model by feeding it input data 
where the systems knows what to expect in the output.  

Unsupervised Learning: Self-learning, iteratively increases its performance. There is no target attribute to 
compare the results to as in supervised learning. 

Convolution: A mathematical operation of two functions that produces a third result

CNN (Convolutional Neural Network): A type of artificial neural network used in image recognition and 
processing that is specifically designed to process pixel data

Deep Learning: A subset of machine-learning with an increased, unsupervised 

GANS (Generative Adversarial Networks): A machine learning model where two neural networks compete 
with each other to produce more accurate results to the training data. A generator produces an outcome and 
the discriminator evaluates if it matches the input data, functioning as a feedback loop, forcing the generator to 
continuously increase its performance.

Style Transfer: Two source images influence each other by imposing the style of one image onto the form of 
the other image (a Van Gogh image is used to make a photo of a street scene look like a van Gogh painting)

Deep Fakes: A person in an existing image or video is replaced with someone else’s lineness and behavior. 
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